Pain is an experience including physiological and psychological factors. We assume that emotions may be elicited and increased through self-perceived role identity and that change of role identity alters quality and intensity of pain perception. We used role-play strategies to assess whether pain can be better tolerated whenever, in an unavoidable and unpleasant context, role identity confers pain a meaningful and thus suitable character. We induced antithetic roles in 21 actors who received heat stimuli on their arms before and after role-play conditions. Pain tolerance, skin conductance and voice signals were measured. Pain tolerance increased for heroes/heroines and decreased for faint-hearts. Men showed higher pain tolerance. Heroes/heroines evaluated heat stimuli as more intense. Faint-hearts found pain stimuli more affectively loaded at lower temperatures. Women showed higher pain ratings. Hence, self-perception influences pain perception. Role-play strategies may be of value for new pain management strategies. Ó
Introduction
The two paintings of the Napolitano Gaspare Traversi (1722 ca.-1770) are strikingly similar ( Fig. 1 ) but to the attentive observer, they vividly depict opposing pain perceptions in the face of the wounded sufferer: forced and on his own, he grimaces with intense pain, yet facing the proximity of a comforting woman he bravely and calmly endures the awful medical intervention. Apparently, the man perceives himself differently, and this changes his tolerance for the unbearable pain.
The effect of self-perceived role identity on pain perception, here defined as the product of the brain's abstraction and elaboration of a nociceptive input (Basbaum and Jessell, 2000) , has been investigated in gender role studies, including coping strategies (Keogh and Herdenfeldt, 2002) Miscellaneous evidence indicates that pain perception is influenced by physiological and psychological factors like testosterone and oestrogen (Craft et al., 2004) , athletic status (Manning and Fillingim, 2002) and pain history (Rollman et al., 2004) . Moreover, correlations between arousal (Lang et al., 1990) and skin conductance (SC) and voice parameters (Mendoza, 1998; Johnstone and Scherer, 2000) have been demonstrated. Pain includes sensory, affective and evaluative dimensions, whereas emotions can influence the affective dimension 
